Wild Honey Bee
Colonies:

Observations of a Bee Watcher
By Daniel du Gard, West Hertfordshire BKA

How much notice do
we take of feral
honey bee colonies?
Daniel du Gard proactively looks out for
them and, here, he
tells us why.

Above: A perfect nest location for a feral
colony; an oak tree on Chorleywood
Common. All photos by Daniel du Gard.
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I

am a practicing professional
conservationist, managing
Chorleywood Common, a 200-acre
nature reserve in Hertfordshire. My role as
Conservation Ranger is extremely varied
and with the current COVID-19 pandemic
putting extra pressure on all public green
spaces, we have not escaped the mountains
of litter accumulated from regular litter
picks and the endless emptying of bins. It
really is astonishing how much waste we
human beings produce from even a simple
picnic! In the background, those visitors to
our precious Common are mostly unaware
of the buzz of wildlife in the undergrowth
and among the trees all about them. My
main task is to take note of these creatures
and the habitats in which they live, to
monitor them, protect them and conserve
their environment. Perhaps most
importantly, my role is to help educate
others about them.
Imagine my sheer delight, as a natural
beekeeper, to discover that a species I love
so dearly is living wild right under my
nose, undetected on the Common until
recently. The honey bee is often considered
as being domesticated, but in reality, there
is nothing domestic about them. Having
evolved as a highly effective social species
long before man even existed, we cannot
exactly claim to have much dominion over
bees.Man has not tamed and altered them
as we have done with, say, dogs or cattle, to
something far removed from their wild
origins. Honey bees will always be wild. It
is just that man has learnt to exploit their
natural behaviour to harvest a product.
Should the beekeeper suddenly stop
keeping them, they will not only survive
but they will thrive, and seemingly much
better than when we subject them to our
frequent and invasive inspection,
intervention and treatment cycles.

Natural beekeeping
Since early childhood I have always been
interested in the natural world and this
interest has carried through to my adult
life and career, and led me to natural
beekeeping. After some years of
mainstream beekeeping using a range of
Langstroth-style framed hives, I became
disheartened with what to me seemed like
intensive agriculture on a cottage-industry
scale. Although of course if you add up
how many hobby and commercial
beekeepers there are around the world
using thin-walled, framed hives, the
industry does not seem so cottage-like at
all.

Using sustainable hives
I host my bees in appropriately sized, wellinsulated, frameless hives of different
types, including top bar, modified Warré
and log hives. I do not apply any natural or
artificial pesticides to the colony and I
keep inspections to an absolute minimum
and in most cases undertake no
interventions at all; this is what is known
as Darwinian beekeeping. I have not lost a
colony to varroa yet and my bees swarm as
they see fit into bait hives I have provided
or they head off to chance their luck in the
Chiltern Hills where I live. The most I do,
from only my top bar hives, is take small
amounts of cut comb honey for my own
and my family’s use. I have no need of
bulky equipment, extra supers or
veterinary medicines records. I make all
my own hives from mostly recycled
materials and can repair them myself as
and when needed with only simple tools;
the sustainability of beekeeping is very
important to me.
To all beekeepers I ask the simple and
much-repeated question; how can there be
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how relatively common they are. Of course,
seeing honey bees coming and going from
a hole in a tree may be riveting, but unless
you know how long that colony has been
there and have witnessed the cavity’s
occupation across the year, one cannot say
how successful the colony has been or is
likely to be. It could simply be this season’s
swarm that has found a cavity that is far
too small for it to survive the winter in, but
where presently it is doing fine. Or perhaps
what you are seeing are merely robber bees
taking a dying or deceased colony’s honey,
although witnessing pollen loads on the
arriving bees would probably erase that
theory. Only by making regular and timespecific observations within a year and
across multiple years can you pass
judgment on how well a colony is truly
living in the wild.

Above: Foraging in the nature reserve – the pollen baskets are packed.

So how did I find my wild colonies in the
first place? You can have a go at practicing

wild honey bee colonies thriving without
any intervention while managed honey
bees quite often require regular feeding and
pesticide applications just to survive?
Although a multitude of answers may seem
obvious, there is not much that is
definitive. With our rapidly changing
climate, ever-evolving agricultural
technology and increasingly intensive
beekeeping practices, a lot of factors are at
play. What is clear is that real scientific
analysis of wild honey bee colonies is
required to fully understand their
geographic spread, health and duration of
continuous occupation in order to build an
effective future conservation strategy. This
strategy will not only support wild colonies
but also, hopefully, will inform more
sustainable methods of commercial and
back garden beekeeping.

Mapping wild bee locations
Prof. Tom Seeley of Cornell University, NY,
is developing an ambitious project to map
and collect data on wild honey bee colonies
across the USA, the UK and Ireland to
better understand their current state and
population. The project is in a pilot-scale
stage with a small number of volunteers,
including myself, currently making
observations and collecting baseline data to
help shape this future citizen science study.
Of those wild colonies that I am observing
and from which I am collecting data, most
are within tree cavities of native, broadleaf
trees, but some are in buildings. One such
wild colony I am aware of, is in the roof of
an old timber building. This, I am
anecdotally but reliably informed from
multiple sources, has been in constant
existence for over ten years, which is quite
remarkable! Since I have been on the
lookout for wild colonies, it has struck me
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the old and fascinating art of ‘bee-lining’, a technique that is very
well explained in Seeley’s book Following the Wild Bees: The Craft
and Science of Bee Hunting. However fun and engaging this activity
is, in my experience, unless you are a good distance away from all
but only a small number of managed beehives, you will probably
get frustrated by following honey bees to any number of back
garden or allotment apiaries rather than to a wild colony.

What to look for when seeking feral colonies
I work in a natural environment and enjoy spending my time in
nature, I have ample opportunity, time and patience to really look
at trees and notice the features they so easily disguise. I look for
knotholes, cracks and crevices and take note of cavities occupied
by woodpeckers as they can make potential future lodgings for
honey bees. I also look for the bees themselves. On a sunny day
when the light penetrating the canopy is just right, you can pick
out flying insects quite well and honey bees can often be identified
by their repeated and purposeful flight to or from their nest in near
straight lines through these illuminated spaces. This is in contrast
to hoverflies and the like with their erratic, random and hovering
flight behaviours. Once you spot a flow of suspected honey bees
moving to or from a particular direction, you stand a good chance
of following their flight line to a nest site.

You just have to ask and you may find more!
Some of the wild colonies I am aware of, have been spotted by pure
chance, through persistent searching, but most colonies have been
found through the eyes of others, particularly those honey bees
dwelling in buildings. It is amazing how much untapped
knowledge is locked up in our local communities and only by
asking can you start to unlock it. Try raising the subject within
your local social media groups and you will soon discover people
who have sightings to share. Also, local swarm collectors are
sometimes aware of wild colonies, usually after politely refusing to

Above: A log hive on Chorleywood Common.

climb up to a chimney stack or following a phone call from a
desperate tree surgeon anxiously wanting to finish their job, ideally
sting-free.
I often have a small pair of binoculars with me for all manner of
wildlife spotting, but they really help for spotting honey bee
colonies high up in the canopy or in trees surrounded by deep
bramble barricades. You also learn to look for certain trees as
better candidates that can afford more of your time and attention.
Mature trees are better, particularly those with signs of damage and
decay and you soon learn to quickly discount trees that are
undersized. Once you have your eye in for what you are looking
for, you will improve your success.
Unfortunately, with our ancient woodlands, to this day, being
destroyed by large infrastructure projects like HS2 or overzealous,
risk-averse tree officers, too quick to ‘tidy up’ and cut down old and
decaying trees, it is no wonder that many wild colonies take up
residence in buildings. This does not, however, make these
colonies any less wild than their tree-dwelling counterparts. It does
make them easier to find. This is because they are more likely to be
known by local people, but it also means they are more likely to be
removed or destroyed.
Back on the small nature reserve I manage, two tree-dwelling
colonies of honey bees are quietly, but energetically, going about
their business, navigating their world through neonicotinoid
scandals, unaware of social distancing guidelines. They also
frequently buzz past a nosy, glorified park ranger with a smart
phone, snapping photos and taking notes on how happy they look.

For more information ...
If you would like to get in touch with me to learn more about wild
honey bee colonies or natural beekeeping please contact me at
darwinianbeekeeping@outlook.com or follow me on Instagram
@beenaturaluk.
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